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FROM THE PRESIDENT
2006 has passed and what a good year it
has been for our club. We have had a number of well attended club events throughout
the province and I would like to thank all the
members who put them on. I know plans
are in the works for 2007 events and I look
forward to getting to as many as possible.
There will not be a Brits Round BC tour this
year. However, our Central Island Branch
is planning a Brits Round the Sea tour
which would run up Vancouver Island and
cross to the Sunshine Coast of the
mainland. This sounds very interesting and
we look forward to hearing more details as
they are available.
Also, I would like to thank all of those who
have helped with the Spanner for their contributions and enthusiasm. I certainly appreciate the help of our new club secretary
Gerry Parkinson for doing page layout on
his computer and Pat Sparks for putting it
up on our web site for all to see. From all
reports it seems we now have one of the
finest club bulletins in the province.
This is my second year of being President
and I will step down at the end of it. So, we
will be looking for a new president to be
elected at the 2007 AGM in Vancouver. I
would like to point out that according to our
bylaws the four elected positions of the
Society should step down at the end of
each year with the option of being renominated and possibly being re-elected.
Also, at the upcoming AGM there will be a
motion on the agenda to be voted on which
would create another position on the Society executive with voting privileges. That
would be the position of the immediate past
president. This is common place in many
societies and contributes to the continuity
and guidance of the club. I hope everyone
is in favor of this.
Over the past couple of years we, the Society, have put a number of items in place to
move this club forward and make it better
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over all. The first thing that comes to mind
is what you are now reading in other words,
communication from the Society to the
membership. I recall very little of this in
previous years.
The following is a list of aspects adding to
our club’s structure:
- The Spanner—Our club bulletin has been
resurrected to be a focal point for club information, unity and a voice for our special
interest in this province. - A Budget—We
have now taken stock of what the club balance sheet should look lifke and have
planned for it.
- Enthusiast Awards—These awards pay
tribute and give recognition to those who
are keen on the hobby of classic British
vehicles. At years end Restoration Awards
are given out to those who have finished a
ground up project. The Montagu of
Beaulieu Award is presented annually to
the person or husband/wife team who have
an exemplary history of dedication to the
hobby. Please see below as to how this
prestigious award is presented.
- Society AGM Budget—Within the Society
budget is eight hundred dollars dedicated to
the annual AGM. Six hundred dollars of this
goes to the host branch to help cover costs
and two hundred dollars is for costs to the
Society, The host branch is asked to provide a planned budget for the AGM.
- Society Business—This is now conducted
on a quarterly basis as when new membership dues are to be paid to the Society
treasurer. Also the club roster will be made
available after the first quarter report from
the branches.
- Society Executive Meetings—We have
now established a regular form of having
two meetings per year. One in the spring
and one in the fall. Feel free to e-mail our
secretary and ask to see minutes of the
meetings, members only of course.
The Montagu of Beaulieu Award
- Branch executive are asked to put for-

ward their nomination to the Society secretary Gerry Parkinson.
- The winning nominee will be selected by
ballot voting by the Society executive. This
will be a first, second and third choice ballot
with points given to each placing ie: 3
points, 2 points and 1 point respectively.
The top tally of points from the ten ballots
will result in the winner. Please note this is
a Society executive vote and does not go
back to the branch for determination or
consultation.
- The results will be tabulated and the winner determined at the spring society executive meeting, mid April.
- The award will be presented at the AGM,
May 20th.
Best regards for 2007, Steve Diggins

THE OECC OF BC ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, 2007
The Vancouver Coast Branch are pleased
to announce they will host the AGM on May
20th at the Vancouver Rowing Club in
Stanley Park. The host hotel will be the
Sylvia Hotel situated on English Bay. This
is a fine old hotel which has been restored
and upgraded with reasonable pricing for
downtown Vancouver, $100 to $200 per
night. Ask for indoor parking which will be
seven dollars extra per night. Phone
604.681.9321 for reservations or see their
web site at www.sylviahotel.com. Please
note, this is a popular hotel so the sooner
you make your reservation the better. We
will also offer alternative lodging such as
being put in guest rooms at member’s
homes. Please contact Ken Miles at
604.576.8036 for further info.
The preceding day, May 19th is the Vancouver All British Field Meet at Vandusen
Botanical Gardens, now considered to be
one of the finest ABFMs in North America.
We hope that members from throughout the
province will join us for a very special Victoria Day weekend in Vancouver.

The Vancouver Coast
Branch invites you to a
very special Victoria Day
weekend. Enjoy the Vancouver
All British Field Meet at the Vandusen
Botanical Gardens on Saturday. On
Sunday, take part in the Mini Monte
and club photos in Stanley Park followed by the AGM and lunch at the
Vancouver Rowing Club. The fine 1912
built Sylvia Hotel on English Bay is our
host hotel.

May 19 and 20

CENTRAL ISLAND BRANCH
REPORT

River before recovering to reunite with the
group to enjoy a potluck lunch and Ride the Ski
Lift to the top.
Members Doug and Jacqui Bainbridge and
Five cars from our group attended ECAIOP at
Dave and Linda Harris joined the Victoria MG
Fort Rodd Hill over the 16, 17 September weekClub on their tour down US 101 to the 33rd
end. Saturdays tour down to Sooke was most
Monterey Historic Races in mid August. Feaenjoyable with good weather prevailing. Sunday
tured mark this year was Cooper.
was not so kind weather wise with rain present.
Doug and Dave attended a Preview of RM
Featured this year were Old English CommerAuctions cars including Ferraris, Allard, a
cial Vehicles including Al and Irene Thompson’s
McLaren F1 and Jaguar 220. On the way back 1965 Austin FX-4 Taxi. Part of the entertainDoug and Jacqui (Amelia) enjoyed a 30 minute ment was an opportunity to ride up the Colwood
flight in a biplane from the Tillamook Air MuFire Departments rescue truck to 77 feet above
seum out over the Pacific.
the field. Judy said the view was wonderful.
August 20 saw ten cars motor up the Old IsOn October 8 ten cars (five British) toured to
land Highway with the eventual destination
Milner Gardens for a wander through and rebeing Mount Washington. Everything was going freshments of Scones, Devon crème, jam
smoothing till Courtney when mysteriously six and ,of course, tea. Included in the activities
cars separated and almost made Campbell
was a quiz on the subject of Tea. (Which coun-

try invented Tea Bags UK, USA, Russia or
Canada? Answer:USA). Thanks to Malcolm
and Janet Hargrave for arranging the tour and
refreshments.
The annual Christmas Banquet was held November 18 at the Nanaimo Golf Club. An excellent dinner was enjoyed by members and
guests attending. As usual entertainment was
provided by "Irene and the Accidents" with their
musical summary of the years events including
some whimsical awards. The coveted "Piston
Broke" award was presented by last year's
winner Wayne Peddie to Nigel Muggeridge for
his mysterious electrical gremlins at Roswell
New Mexico. Maybe the aliens don't like Joe
Lucas either! Thanks to Tony Dowell and Sandi
for arranging the venue and excellent repast to
wind up another great year.

VANCOUVER COAST BRANCH. Submitted by Walter Reynolds. Photos by author and S. Hutchens
And so, the summer of 06 gave way to the
fall which, in turn, changed into winter several weeks before that season was actually
scheduled to start. This is what happened
between then and now regarding the Branch.
August 20, 2006: Pitt Meadows Airport’s
“Wings & Wheels”. Several Branch members came out to “show the British flag” at
this event organized by “yours truly” and
wife, Linda. While several of the British auto
“food groups” were represented, Branch
member, Robert Follows came out with his
“new-to-him” 1930 Bugatti. In addition, a Pitt
Meadows couple who were driving by, giving
their ex-Vancouver Embassy of the Principality of Morocco’s Rolls Royce an outing decided to spend the day with us at the show.
August 29, 2006: Branch Picnic at Queen’s
Park, New Westminster. A good time was
had by all who attended. The event coincided with the birthdays of Helen McIntyre
and Rhonda Gail – two more reasons to
improve the day’s celebrations. Alas, this
year there was no bocce ball contest.
September 5, 2006: Regular monthly meeting, this time held at the Museum of the Society for Preservation of Antique Radios in
Canada (SPARC). The museum holds and
extensive collection of antique and not-soantique radios and radio-related equipment.
The items are displayed in theme areas, e.g.
a military bunker command post, a replica of
the radio room of RMS Carpathia, etc.
September 17 & 18, 2006: English Car Affair
in the Park, Fort Rodd Hill. Many Branch
members attended this event – most attending both days with the balance arriving on
the first ferry for the Sunday car show. The
Saturday Run was very pleasant, but not

without its challenges. If there was a trophy
for the Run’s most courageous driver, it
would have been won by Les Foster who
drove his 1951 Ford Thames pickup truck
from Delta to the event. Les’ claim to fame
would be for the one hill his truck had to
negotiate in reverse because it would not go
up the hill headlights first. Another memorably occurrence at ECAP was John Chapman’s Morgan which he was publicly showing for the first time.
October 3, 2006: Regular monthly meeting
held at the Roma Hall, New Westminster.
The location was organized by Italo Cirillo.
This was a meeting only event with no tour
or speaker.
October 15, 2006: OECC Vancouver Coast
Branch/Triumph Register Challenge. October 15th was a very rainy day for this the

fourth running of the Challenge. Most of the
participants braved the rain and brought out
their LBCs, including several rag-top versions. Yours truly embarrassed himself by
being one of the few who didn’t have the
courage to bring out the LBC in the rain,
inadvertently providing further fuel to the
belief that Rovers melt in the rain! For the
first year, this was not in a “rally” format. The
run was promoted as a no-pressure event,
even though there were questions to be
answered during the course of the run. After
OECC winning the first Challenge (in 2003),
the Triumph Register group won the next
two, but for 2006, OECC had the trophy
returned. Winners with the fewest wrong
answers were Steve and Liz Blake (OECC).
Food at Sewells in Horseshoe Bay was good
as usual.

Robert Follows' 1930 Bugatti at Pitt Meadows Airport Wings & Wheels.

The organizing committee of the Ladner to Bellingham Run consists of
John andGerry Chatterton to the left, Dave and Chris Walker to the
right with Grand Marshal Roy Wilkins at front center and his son standing behind.

Lunch was at the Destination Casino in Bellingham which
proved to be a good host.

November 5, 2006: Ladner to Bellingham
Run. This was the 11th running/10th Anniversary of the Run, the first being last century, in
1996. The organizers of this event (Roy Wilkins & Crew) made some changes to previous
year’s Runs to the betterment of the Run. As
usual, the Run started at the Trennant Park
Shopping Centre in Ladner and for the first
time, ended at the Silver Reef Casino in Ferndale/Bellingham. John and Marny Peirson’s
1911 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost was the oldest
vehicle on the Run. A champagne brunch
awaited us at the Casino. I was pleased to
see that Robert and Anne Atkins joined us for
the Event.
November 7, 2006: Regular monthly meeting,
this time at the Richmond OK Tire store of
Steve Koffman. Steve talked tires to the
group and proudly showed off his “new “ MG
The Peirson's 1911 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost at Ladner to Bellingham Run.
Magnette.
December 5, 2006: Branch Christmas Party.
For the first time the event was held in the
Sullivan Station Community Hall, Surrey.
While acoustics were a problem, the meal
organized by Pat Miles, Audrey Shaw, and
others was a success. Karaoke was the entertainment de jour.
So that is it from the Vancouver Coast Branch.
We’re in the time of the year for catching up
on those items we didn’t get to in the warm
weather (for me, install door mirrors, repair
cauliflower rusting on the right rear wing and
get the speedo to work). Around the Lower
Mainland, the next car event is the Boxing
Day Stanley Park Run, but, based on the
damage in the Park from the recent storms, it
Reynolds' Rover and Miles' Rapier at English Car Affair in the Park.
remains to be seen what changes, if any the
organizers will be making to the event. The
next few months will see our Spring Run and
the Branch’s display at the 3-day Classic &
Collector Car Show at Tradex in Abbotsford.

1951 AUSTIN ATLANTIC, A90
A few years back I restored this rare Austin for
a lady owner who has had it since it was six
months old. It was in very rough rusted out
condition and her husband (since passed
away) even rolled it off a gravel road. The roof
and tops of the fenders had damage. The rear
fenders from the doors to the tail lights were
hand fabricated. I made a press to form the
complex body contour just above the spats.
This car holds many special memories for the
owner. Her and the husband drove it on many
a long trip including weekend jaunts to Saskatchewan to see family. They would leave on
a Thursday night and be back on Monday. It
was her husband’s wish to have this car restored to keep the memories alive.—S.D.

Ladner to Bellingham 2006 Photos Provided by Dennis Nelson

High Country Branch, Submitted by Geoff Akehurst
Photos of the Pringle Steam Museum, Home of the last steam powered sawmill in BC. Their October open house was visited by Kamloops area
branch members. On The Spanner cover are Geoff and Fatima Akehurst in their Jaguar XK120

My 1939 BSA Scout, by Mike Green

The ’39 Series 6 Scout was the last model in
an evolution that started in 1931 as a threewheeled chassis with a twin-cylinder aircooled motorcycle engine. The front transverse-mounted 90 degree V-twin drove the
two front wheels;- the single rear wheel was
mounted on a braked trailing hub. In 1933
the twin was replaced by a longitudinal 4cylinder water-cooled flat-head (all the engines in the series were designed by BSA)
with the rest of the running gear largely unchanged.
In 1935 the single rear wheel was replaced
by a pair of wheels on a conventional dead
axle mounted on an enlarged chassis; thus
producing the Series1 Scout. The outward
appearance was similar to many British open
cars of the thirties and forties, but the frontwheel drive was unique in an economical
family car. Other models were also produced
on the same running gear;- an open fourseater, a drop-head, and a “coupé” (actually
a two-door saloon). There was a Series 7
planned for production just as WWII began,
but it was abandoned while BSA continued
to produce motorcycles, bicycles, and guns
(BSA stands for “Birmingham Small Arms”).
Although BSA produced more threewheelers than did Morgan, more Mog trikes
than BSA trikes survive today; probably because of the Mog’s reputation as a good
performer in competition. The only events

that saw the BSA lord it over the Mogs were
hill-climbs and grass track events where the
traction advantages of two driven wheels at
the front compared to a single rear driven
wheel were undisputable.
My Scout was acquired as an incomplete pile
of semi-rotten bits in a moment of extreme
mental weakness and optimism in 1990 from
an exotic car dealer, fixer, and fanatic located outside Montreal. Major missing parts
included fenders, fuel-tank, running boards,
windshield, soft-top and its frame, and all the
lights, trafficators and wiper motor, etc. Many
smaller components were in boxes with no
identification, or were missing.
The car had been in storage for about twenty
years, waiting for the go-ahead for a restoration. I suspect that most of the missing parts
had wandered off during those two decades
of waiting. The pile of bits also included
some engine parts from an earlier trike, as
well as some totally unrelated parts, such as
the bench seat and several mats.
Fortunately, my sister in the UK found a
factory parts book which proved to be invaluable; and also put me in touch with the BSA
Front Drive Club. The club inherited the factory production records and stacks of parts
drawings in the fifties when BSA disposed of
them; thus when demand justifies it, the club
can arrange the production of a batch of
parts;- or owners can get a copy of an indi-

vidual drawing for a part and get it made
locally. Unfortunately, with the exception of
the fenders the body drawings are very
skimpy, giving only major dimensions.
The history of my Scout has an unexpected
BC connection;- according to the factory
records it was shipped in 1939 directly from
the Birmingham factory to a Mr. A. N. Baker
in Vancouver, BC! It is unknown whether Mr.
Baker was the purchaser or an importing
agent or broker. I have been unable to find
any more information on the car’s history
until the early sixties when it was owned by a
gentleman in Lachine, Quebec. At that time
the official BSA parts supplier in London
advised the owner to “not spend any money
on parts” as it just wasn’t worth it!
From the evidence I discovered as I dismantled various areas of the Scout, that owner
had resorted to drastic strategies to keep her
running. Perhaps he wanted to show the
superior traction of front wheel drive in a
Quebec winter without resorting to the low
ground clearance of a Mini!
After dismantling the ash-framed body and
sand blasting the metal panels (originally
held on to the framework by hundreds of little
nails, many of which had rusted away) I discovered that only the steel above the waistline was usable. Since all the wooden parts
needed replacing, the steel panels were
used as templates for new ash frame compo-

nents. These I made in the local high school’s carpentry shop during evening classes. I fabricated the
simpler steel panels (also at evening classes) but
had to get professional help with the complex ones,
such as the fuel tank. The rear fenders were made
from the club’s full-scale drawings by a local craftsman. The front fenders were made by an old-timer in
the UK who was making replacements for an original
pair for a club member who very helpfully offered to
get a second set made for me. (The problems involved in getting the fenders from the UK to my
home in Ottawa could be the subject of another article!)
The engine had been dismantled then the block and
transmission put back in the car to impress the unwary buyer, but the complex clutch /gearbox/
differential housing had to be dismantled for inspection. The engine needed a complete rebuild, plus
some block repairs; the clutch required re-corking
and new springs (the corks are actually sections of
wine corks), the gear-box had some damaged gears,
and the differential had several worn out components, the most serious of which was the final drive
worm-wheel.
Many of the needed engine and transmission parts
were manufactured for the club, but some involved
long waits. This gave me time to puzzle over many
unanswered questions about acquiring and reassembling many of the peripheral bits and pieces.
Sometimes I seemed to be undertaking an archeological dig, rather than the restoration of a very simple example of automotive engineering! Pistons
were quite a challenge;- I had some sent from Australia via the UK, but they were incorrectly sized and
I finally used some modified Austin Metro units.
Final assembly took place in 2003, but there was
quite a challenge in getting the Scout licensed for
the road, since I had no formal documentation from
previous owners. According to ICBC the Scout was
an import from Ontario because that’s where I had
moved from!
Several problems had to be tracked down and cured
before I felt comfortable driving more than a few kms
from home, and I always carried a cell phone on
outings, however short. Serious overheating problems required the installation of a modern electric
rad-fan and coolant pump;- the original set-up had
no pump, but the Ëxport” model Scout like mine did
include a chain-driven fan behind the radiator, but I
was unable to find replacement parts.
In 2004 I trailered the Scout to the OECC-Central
Island’s annual Show at Ladysmith, “Brits on the
Beach”. Then in 2005 with most of the learning curve
behind me I drove from Qualicum Beach to Brits on
the Beach in the company of several other old English motor-cars. That summer saw the Scout putting
in an appearance at three other shows, with a haul
of three awards!
The long effort has paid off in all the attention the
Scout generates!

Automotive Geniuses and the Austin 7 Chassis by Steve Diggins

The beauty is in the chassis. Light weight is the object.
Legendary automotive engineers such as
Colin Chapman and Bruce McLaren cut their
teeth on this small car and were inspired to
go on to greater things. These are only two
of many who enjoyed working with the Austin
7 and realized that with clever modifications
you could get so much more out of it. So
what was it about this engine/chassis combination that attracted so much attention and
talent?
First of all you have to appreciate that the
man who put it together in the early nineteen
twenties, Hubert Austin, had racing in his
blood. At the turn of the century he was designing racing cars at Wolseley for international competition. This was the fore-runner
of Gran Prix competition using the best technology of the day. However, Mr. Austin
learned that a successful race car design did
not translate to a successful production car
business. So for his own company in 1905
he turned to regular production methods.
His company was in trouble for many years
building robust machines in the American
style so it was obvious that something different was needed to put the British middle
class on the road en masse. At this time
(early teens) in France, a very small car
made by Peugot was having a great sales
success. They also made various size cars
including racing cars. One of their engineers
was the brilliant Ettore Bugatti who realized
that the best of engineering was just as important for smaller cars and had a hand in
the design of the baby Peugot. Hubert Austin
appreciated this line of thought and was no

doubt inspired to do something similar.
The chassis designed by Austin was at the
absolute minimalistic and then some. As a
matter of fact he did away with the rear section of the chassis completely. The Seven
chassis actually ends just behind the driver’s
seat, in front of the rear wheels. This was
accomplished by using quarter elliptic
springs protruding out the back ends of the
chassis rails to provide suspension and location to the rear axle. This clever bit of engineering knocked a substantial amount of
weight off the chassis and is one of the first
examples of one major component doing two
jobs.
The chassis was not only notable for its size
but also for the fact that Austin decided to
put front brakes on it. At this time front
brakes were usually only on high end and
racing cars. This was as unusual as finding
disc brakes on the front of an inexpensive
car of the sixties. The Seven chassis provided the basics for a good little sports /
racing car and Austin had a factory racing
team put together soon after production
started in 1923. Racing in small car categories was quite popular in Europe and Austin
could get good publicity with winning results,
which he did.
This light triangulated chassis is not all that
made the Seven so special. Look at the engine and you will notice the use of aluminum
for the crankcase. The block which is the
same height as the bores and the cylinder
head are cast iron. The crankcase is a separate unit which at the time was not unusual

except that it is aluminum and on this type of
car. So, here we have light weight material
knocking most likely more weight off the car.
This was inspired by the way of Bugatti as
the French were leaders of automotive technology at the time.
The body also played an important role for
the Seven. First off it was a major sales point
aimed at the man who wanted mobility for
himself and small family but could afford
nothing more than a motorcycle and side car.
This was a very popular mode of transportation at the time but with a Seven at the same
price you get the whole family in together out
of the weather. The body also played an
important structural role for the car. The
chassis frame had very little torsional rigidity
at the back end but was fairly strong lengthwise. The body was built with a step up, or
small bulkhead, so the floor would go up and
over the rear axle. This step up in the floor
gave the body torsional rigidity and when
bolted to the frame contributed to the overall
strength of the car. So, here you have two
major components, the body and chassis
built lightly with limited strengths but when
secured to each other form a very strong
unit. It is not known if this was done intentionally but it could be the first example of the
body acting as a stressed member of the car.
I am sure a brilliant young automotive engineer would pick up on this. I should point out
that all Austin Sevens had this and their
sports models of the early thirties had short
chassis extension to the rear
which
bolted directly in front of floor step up

making the whole setup more effective.
There was a strong group of enthusiasts who
enjoyed building and racing Austin Seven
specials. In the early nineteen fifties they
formed the 750 Motor Club and organized
their own race meets as their cars were considered obsolete and didn’t fit in elsewhere.
Colin Chapman was one of the hundreds of
members who made up this club.
One of the key aspects of the Seven engine
was its size. This 750 cc motor has pistons a
little over two inches across and the block is
about a foot long by five inches tall. It is so
small than anybody could find a place to
work on it. And work on it they did improving
the oiling system, compression ration, valve
train and more. Performance parts were
available from many sources. The same with
competition / sports bodies which are still
available today. Quite often owners made
their own bodies.
Colin Chapman made some of the most
notable modifications to his engine. First off
the engines had a two main crankshaft until
1936 when a three main version was introduced. The crank on the two main engines
would start to whip (flex) at high RPM, much
higher than what it was designed for. The
three main engine should have been the
better one for modifying but there was a
serious problem with them. The factory didn’t
do a line bore so the centre main was usually
out of alignment resulting in early engine
failure. The result was a very bad name for
the three main and everyone stuck with the
two main. Colin Chapman realized that with
a line bore the three main would be the way
to go and he did.

A works team car of 1931. By flattening the springs the chassis could be lowered by two or
three inches.
He also realized the intake and exhaust ports
left a lot to be desired for racing purposes no
matter what you could do for them. He then
realized that they would work better the other
way around, using the exhaust for intake and
the intake for exhaust. How to do this? Well,
in the nineteen fifties the firm of Reliant
bought the engine rights and equipment from
Austin to use in their own vehicles. However,
they changed the cam shaft from being gear
driven to chain driven. This meant that the
cam shaft rotated in the opposite direction to
the original Seven and the lobes were opposite order. Chapman realized that if you
got a Reliant camshaft, put a gear drive on it
and put it in a Seven engine you have effec-

Young Bruce McLaren , at 15, very much at home in trophyladen Austin Seven.

tively changed the ports around. So, that is
what he did and ended up with four separate
intake ports onto which he mounted four
small motorcycle carburetors. The result was
a winning engine specification.
So can you have fun with a pre war car? You
bet you can and this small car helped to
teach a lot of people about performance
including the very important aspect of power
to weight ratio. There are a few Austin Sevens in our club so the next time you see one
have a closer look. I think you will find the
pre war cars exude a lot of character and
charm not to mention great history.

A satisfying power slide, executed at Muriwia hill climb.

THE STORY OF A 1912 ROLLS-ROYCE BROUGHT NEW TO VANCOUVER BY J. PIERSON

Major General John William Stewart

John William Stewart was born into a poor
crofter’s family in Scotland in 1862. He immigrated to Canada when he was 20 and
joined the CPR as a member of a survey
crew. He quickly became an experienced
railway constructor, both in the USA and in
BC. In 1908 he joined two partners to form
Foley, Welch and Stewart, the pre-eminent
railway builders in Canada in the pre-WW1
period. He was also a principal partner in the
logging company Bloedel, Stewat and Welch
and first president of the PGE Railway (now
BCR)., In 1916 he organized a battalion of
railway construction workers and took them
overseas. By the end of WW1 he was a Major General and director of military railways
on the British front. He died in 1938 in Vancouver.
In 1911, Mr. Stewart decided to buy a RollsRoyce. He ordered a long wheel base chassis with nickel plated fittings, Rudge
Whitworth detachable wire wheels with
Dunlop grooved tires, and a Barker seven
passenger tourer body. The chassis was
dispatched to Barkers on May 22nd, 1912. It

carried a Rolls-Royce chassis plate showing
number 1915E. Presumably Stewart received his new car towards the end of 1912.
Vancouver Library photo no. 2424 shows the
car in Stanley Park with Stewart in the back
seat.
By the time the war ended the 1912 RollsRoyce was no longer up-to-date. Without an
electric starter, it had to be hand-cranked.
Nonetheless Stewart kept the car for at least
seven years after the war with an order for
spare parts being recorded in 1925. Soon
after that the car was sent to a used car lot
on Kingsway in Vancouver. Alas, no-one
wanted to buy it.
Eventually two young men, Rod Williams and
Cliff Bristol, looking for a large automobile
engine, spotted the Rolls-Royce and recognized its potential. They scrapped the body
and axles, cut the frame behind the gearbox,
and took the rest to power a winch mounted
on a platform of logs. Their business involved floating along the coastline of BC until
they found a suitable tree, where upon
they would cut it down and use their Rolls-

A Vancouver tradition, a family portrait with the car at the hollow tree in Stanley Park. J. Stewart is in the middle of the back seat.

The Rolls Royce on another family outing which looks like a picnic. It seems the car has been painted a different colour.
Royce powered winch to pull the tree into the
water. When enough logs had been gathered, they would sell them to a log buyer.
In 1960, a log buyer for MacMillam Bloedel
and Powell River Ltd. Geordie McLeod took
a picture of the Rolls-Royce powered winch
by the largest of the Pearse Islands, a mile
or so east of Alert Bay, BC. He helped prepare a story that was subsequently published
in his company’s house magazine, the
“Digester” (volume 36 #3 May-June 1960).
The story and photos were repeated in the
Vancouver “Province” newspaper of 15 Sep-

tember 1960. Soon after that “someone in
the States” bought the Rolls-Royce engine.
Joe Loecy is dead now, but was alive and
active in the Silver Ghost restoration business when I first researched Stewart’s RollsRoyce in the 1979/1980 period. Joe told me
he bought the remains of a Rolls-Royce,
including the firewall with the chassis plate
1915E, from Gordon Smith of Ontario, a
major Silver Ghost collector in the 1950’s
and 1960’s, but Gordon told me it was not
him. So there’s a missing piece of the puzzle
there. But Joe was able to show me when I

Rolls Royce powered winch as found on the logging
raft,

visited his workshop in 1983, the welds
where he had replaced the missing rear part
of the frame. He found a suitable touring car
body on another derelict Silver Ghost and
produced a stunning completed car at the
1991 Rolls-Royce Owner’s Club national
Meet in Monterey, CA. Joe advertised his car
for sale in Hemmings (Jan 1991) for US $1.8
million, but presumably it did not sell. A later
Hemmings (June 1996) offered the car for
US $350,000. Today it is owned by Lawrence Smith of Wichita, Kansas; and guess
what, it is for sale for US $400,000.

The Rolls Royce as it is today, not quite correct, but resurrected.

The Steamworks
Concours in Gastown, Vancouver
A number of OECC members
were invited to participate in
this car show held in September. Here you see John and
Marny Pierson’s 1912 RollsRoyce, Steve and Liz Blake’s
beautiful 1931 MG M type, the
1929 Austin Seven of Dave
and Chris Walker, Ken and
Pat Mile’s Morgan +4 DHC.
Also pictured is a beautiful
MGA with a special bodied
Fiat V8 and Rolls Royce in the
background.

WERE BRITISH STEAM
WAGONS OUR FIRST
LOGGING TRUCKS?
As you know, logging is a huge part
of our history in BC and if you read
any books about it they are rather
vague as to when the first truck was
introduced to the industry. Most
books will tell you it was in the twenties with American built trucks most
likely on Vancouver Island.
However, there are some interesting
indications that it started in the early
teens with British built steam wagons,
an early form of truck. I have talked to
a number of steam enthusiasts including the owner of an ex City of
Vancouver 1912 Mann steam wagon
and they have all heard stories of
steam wagons being used for logging.
One of the rumors was that somewhere there is a picture of one with a
load of logs.
After talking to a number of museums
and archives and having to describe
what a steam wagon looks like I hit
pay dirt. These two pictures are of a
Foden steam wagon working at a
Nicola Valley area mill circa 1920.
This could be one of their purposely
made ‘timber wagons’ and judging by
the type of wheels with thick straight
spokes it dates from the early teens.
I am trying to track down further information on this Foden and another
one in a different part of the province
which supposedly started hauling logs
in 1913. Who knows, we might be
adding a significant aspect to our
history. –S.D.

BRITISH FORDS TO BC
In the mid fifties Canadian Pacific Railways took
delivery of their last coastal liner with car and rail
carrying capacity for the west coast. The Princess
of Vancouver was built in Scotland and to help pay
for its voyage to Vancouver it carried a shipment of
new Fords.
Take a look at how they are all tied down in case of
heavy seas. Also, note how they are all packed in
so close to each other. It states in the caption under this photo the operators had a problem with it
right from the start because it was cramped enough
for small cars and they had to cut down on the
numbers in order to get the domestic cars in which
reduced their economic returns. I recall traveling on
one of the CP ferries as a kid in the family Pontiac
and we could hardly open the doors and squeeze
out.. –S.D.

